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This is a Guided Reading Module that should be taken as an essential part of their course by delegates who work towards BPS LC Approved Master Practitioner Diploma in CBT.

For delegates who only attend single modules it is an optional extra.

Evidenced Reading Modules are part of the Diploma’s self-directed learning components.

This particular Module consists of the above reference list and because there are titles in the list that delegates will have to purchase or source in the library to read, this module is not time restrained and comes FREE of charge.

This is to delegates own discretion to decide how many books they would like to study on a topic and to assess whether they have done sufficient reading to grasp the topic.

Once the delegate is satisfied with their understanding of the topic, they need to complete the test and inform SDS (within the test http://hosted.onlinetesting.net/skillsdevelopmentservice/login/Complex_Cases) about the number of books they have studied on the topic. After that the reading hours will be recorded in their individual Training Log.